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Non-Fiction – True Stories

Tunnel vision or organised cover-up? How the Lockerbie investigation got the wrong man. 

Twenty-five years after Maid of the Seas crashed on the town of Lockerbie, this
groundbreaking book introduces an entirely new perspective on the controversial
investigation and subsequent conviction. Concentrating almost entirely on the transfer
baggage evidence, it exposes shocking deficiencies in both the police inquir y and the forensic
investigation, which led the hunt in entirely the wrong direction. 

Cleverly constructed to lead the reader through the complexities of the case , the book
provides insights which will be new to even the most seasoned Lockerbie pundit, while
remaining accessible to those with little or no pr evious familiarity with the subject. The reader
will see all the main aspects of the official account of the Lock erbie disaster comprehensively
destroyed. 

This is the first book about Lockerbie to deal rigorously with the detail of the transf er
baggage evidence. Morag G. Kerr has been given access to reports, statements and
photographs not previously available to the general public , and has analysed the information
with forensic rigour. This analysis proves conclusively that the bomb that brought down the
plane was introduced at Heathrow airport and not at Malta as claimed. The book is being
published on the 25th anniversary of the Lockerbie disaster, which happened on 21st

December 1988.

“A remarkable piece of work, comprehensive in its analysis
of the evidence and what was missed or hidden and why.” 
James Robertson, Professor of Truth

21st December 2013
9781783062508

£12.99
Paperback

ADEQUATELY
EXPLAINED BY
STUPIDITY?
LOCKERBIE, LUGGAGE
AND LIES

Morag G. Kerr +ebook
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Non-Fiction – True Stories

3

From the bright lights of London’s Holland Park into the power cuts and very rural life of
Lagos state in Nigeria, all in the blink of an e ye. This is the true story of a family torn apart by

international parental Child Abduction. 

In September 1973, Yemi was just seven years old when he and his younger sister were taken
away from England by their dad without their mum’s knowledge or consent. They lived and

grew up in Nigeria for over fourteen years, where the only communication they had with their
mum was by letters. 

Without social media, computers or mobile phones, how does a mother track down her
missing children? How do the children adapt to the sudden change of lifestyle? 

This is the story of the events through the eyes of that seven-year-old child, from the moment
he realised he was in a different country. Yemi relates the stark change of culture, the new

family and the voyage of self-discovery. The book covers his roller-coaster young life of
apprehensions and ecstasy, his rebellions, and his loves. It follows his anger as he grew from

boy to teenager and his eventual reconciliation with himself and his parents. 

What kind of man would that boy grow up to be? Time Will Tell.

www.facebook.com/YemiTimeWillTell

TIME WILL
TELL

Yemi Elegunde

2nd January 2014
9781783061945

£9.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

The Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games in 2012 was celebrated as the gr eatest
ceremony ever. It won over critics and the general public , and made the nation proud. Now
you can discover exactly how the incredible spectacle was put together, and transformed into
what the world saw on the night. 

The Pandemonium segment of the Opening Ceremony of the Olympic Games was met with
disbelief and awe, and has been widely acclaimed as the most spectacular par t of the show.
Making Pandemonium describes the entire rehearsal process of the volunteers from a
performer’s perspective. Nadeem Masood was one of the v olunteers lucky enough to perform
on the night. In this book, he takes the reader through the application process, the auditions,
and every single rehearsal that led up to the final sho w. He describes first-hand the highs and
the lows, the commitments and sacrifices, working with Danny Boyle and everything that the
volunteers were put through. 

Interspersed with accounts of the preparations that were taken, Masood also touches on the
Games Maker experience, giving readers an insight into the entire process that led to
volunteers being granted the rare privilege of hosting the Olympic Games. Making
Pandemonium will give readers a whole new perspective of the greatest Olympic Games that
the world has ever seen. 

This book will identify with readers interested in
sports, memoirs and Olympic history, as well as those
who enjoyed watching the ceremony itself.

www.makingpandemonium.co.uk

2nd January 2014
9781783062492

£12.99
Paperback

MAKING
PANDEMONIUM

Nadeem Masood
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir 

“Being an Olympian was not my first choice of career, or even my second.”

Alison Mowbray wasn’t a sporty kid and thought that being good at sport was a pre-requisite
for going to the Olympics. She thought she might be a doctor, a teacher, a Blue Peter

presenter or maybe the first ever female naval submariner. “Then at 18 I discovered rowing.
From that point on, for the next 15 years, I didn’t have a choice anymore.”

You don’t choose to go to the Olympics. You lay out everything you have and let the Olympics
take it – no deals, no bargains, no questions asked, no hope of return. Maybe it will be enough

and the Olympics will choose you, and maybe it won’t. If you thought about the number of
things outside your control between yourself and your dream, you’d never start. You just think

about the things you can do, the things you can control and you start doing them and keep
doing them until you get there or until control is wrested from you. That’s what you do. 

This is a Silver medal life of achievement, addiction, alcoholism, anorexia and Alzheimer’s. But a
Gold medal story of passion and perseverance and not letting anything or anybody get

between yourself and your dream. Gold Medal Flapjack, Silver Medal Life is a fascinating sports
autobiography that will appeal to fans of rowing, the Olympics and sports psychology. 

Written 8 years after that medal winning moment, it also
deals with what happens next in an athlete’s life. There

are many themes that will particularly resonate with
women, and anyone who enjoys cooking will love

Alison’s flapjack recipe and the many food references
throughout the book.

2nd January 2014
9781783062232

£19.99
Paperback

5

GOLD MEDAL
FLAPJACK, SILVER

MEDAL LIFE
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN

UNLIKELY OLYMPIAN

Alison Mowbray
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

Published: 11th November 2013
ISBN: 9781783061402

Price: £18.99
Binding: Hardback

In his candid and lucidly written autobiography, Simon Halliday, a
former England rugby international takes the reader on a roller-
coaster trip along Twickenham’s corridors of power and lifts the lid
on the departure of, not one, but two chief executives, as the
game’s rulers fought among themselves for control of the RFU. 

Halliday talks about some of the greatest players he has played with
and against, and provides a shrewd analysis of the genius coach Jack
Rowell. There are also assessments of Will Carling, a close friend,
and the brilliant Jerry Guscott. He talks honestly and unashamedly
about key people in his playing and business careers.

Published: 1st November 2013
ISBN: 9781783061129

Price: £12.95
Binding: Paperback

CITY CENTRE
FROM HIGH BALLS TO HIGH
FINANCE

Simon Halliday +ebook

Alan Buckley has managed five football clubs over four decades and
more than 1000 matches, putting him amongst the elite in the
game. This book reveals many highs and many lows as he takes you
on an absorbing journey through his life. Frank, funny and evocative,
Pass and Move is filled with tales about the great and the good as
Alan takes you on a journey through his 45 years of professional
football, with all of the many highs and lows that it has brought. 

Paul Thundercliffe was inspired by The Damned United by David
Peace, and Pass and Move is a fantastic read for supporters of
Walsall and Grimsby, or any fans of Alan Buckley.

ALAN BUCKLEY:
PASS AND MOVE
MY STORY

Alan Buckley with Paul Thundercliffe

+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

Robin Richards, faced mid-life and redundancy by pul ling on his rucksack and setting off
to walk from Lands End t� o John OG� roats. Le-Jog-ed is his unique story, a travelogue of hill

walking, redundancy and humour.

The � longest walk you can do in Britain, without doubling back on yourself , is Land� s End
to John OG� roats. And so on a misty, drizzly and frankly uninspiring morning I stepped off
the bus at Land� s End with my boots blacked and my rucksack ready, � recalls Robin. It was
day sixteen of his redundancy when Robin started out on his quest and the subject matt er

of redundancy/early retirement and the trek itself is handled throughout with a light
touch. 

The walk from Land� s End to John OG� roats is iconic, and Robin uses the miles trekked to
present an interesting, insightful and sensitive account that will appeal to all readers

interested in this classic walk.

W�riting a book about the walk and my experiences seemed to follow naturally because,
by this point in my life, I� d been writing in one form or another sinc e 1992... and there are
not many books about redundant nursing lecturers taking a notion t o walk Land� s End to
John OG� roats! � observes Robin, when talking about

the inspiration for publishing his account. 1st October 2013
9781783060535

£8.99
Paperback

LE-JOG-ED
A MID-LIFER’S TREK

FROM LAND’S END TO
JOHN O’GROATS

Robin Richards+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir 

We’ve all chatted with our hair stylist. But how often do our conv ersations
reveal extraordinary stories of a life full of colour, glamour and drama? 

A Life in Colour tells the remarkable story of Aitch Peters, a leading international hair stylist,
through a series of conversations with his client Jill King, at the Sassoon salon in the City of
London. Through their conversations – lively, funny and at times shocking – Aitch’s inspirational
story is told, from his humble beginnings in Dominica to a lif e of creativity, glamour and
adventure. As Aitch styles Jill’s hair, his experiences, thoughts and creative inspirations are
explored and brought vividly to life. 

Aitch’s career began when he walked through the doors of the Sassoon Academy in 1973.
From there he rose to become a creative director in London, Munich and Los Angeles. His
celebrity clients have included everyone from Mariah Carey, Faye Dunaway, Jody Watley, Tracey
Ullman, Whoopi Goldberg and Nicolas Cage, to the Reverend Jesse Jackson and the First Lady
of the Philippines. He’s worked with leading photographers including David Bailey, Annie
Leibovitz, Lord Lichfield and Terry O’Neil, and his work has featured in Italian Vogue, Harpers &
Queen and Tatler magazine. 

This innovative biography will appeal to those in the world of hairdressing, people who enjoy
fashion, beauty and glamour, and anyone intrigued by
an unusual story.

www.aitchalifeincolour.com

2nd January 2014
9781783062065

£8.99
Paperback

AITCH: A LIFE
IN COLOUR
CONVERSATIONS
WITH MY HAIR
STYLIST

Jill King
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Non-Fiction – Humour

9

Can the British laugh in the face of death and funerals? Do they really want to know what happens
when they hand their body over to the men in blac k? You are a short time alive and a long time dead!
Go on, risk it; read this irreverent fictionalised tale of real and astonishing events beginning in 1993. At
times, deadly serious; at times, deadly funny. It’s the mysterious world of the funeral directors, as they

try to kill off bur ial under trees and oppose DIY funerals. It’s a world of embalming, pink glitzy
shrouds, crappy coffins, brawling at funerals and girl power. Nobody’s resting in peace. It spawns a

revolution but twenty years later, who is really in control? Find out; if you dare! 

Having been involved with over 100,000 funerals, and keeping detailed diaries of incidents that
truly happened to him, Ken West has become somewhat of an expert on the matter. R.I.P. Off!
provides a unique insight into the world of death and funerals that readers cannot gain by any 

other means. 

R.I.P. Off! features the impact of divorce, religious dogma and belief, road and drug deaths,
family disputes, poverty, obesity, health and longevity, commercialism and how death has a

significant environmental impact. It shows how people deal with death in a myriad of ways, an
approach that attempts to demystify death to some degree. Written as a counter view to

Jessica Mitford’s The American Way of Death, West’s novel is an easy read that sets the scene for
the UK’s own industry, which is acknowledged as a world leader in green and alternative

funerals. The book will appeal to those with a penchant
for black humour, who enjoy television programmes such
as Six Feet Under and who possess a (not always healthy)

morbid interest in death and dying.

1st October 2013
9781783061488

£8.99
Paperback

R.I.P. OFF!
OR THE BRITISH WAY

OF DEATH

Ken West+ebook
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Non-Fiction – Travel / Wine

“Good fun if you don’t drink, even more fun if you do.” – Focus Magazine

In Virgile’s Vineyard, Patrick Moon explores the world of Languedoc wine. Among the cast of
characters that Patrick meets during his year of discovery is Virgile, a young local wine-maker
who offers to initiate him into the mysteries of each season’s work in the fields and in the
cellar. Virgile is passionately committed to perfection, even though his limited means afford him
just a handful of hectares and the smallest cellar imaginable .

At the other extreme is Manu, Patrick’s dipsomaniac neighbour, a diehard traditionalist
producing a private wine-lake of unspeakable rouge. With Manu as his self-appointed guide,
Patrick embarks on a quest for the revolution’s leading lights – a succession of liv ely
encounters with growers as diverse as the wines themselves – interwoven with entertaining
digressions into the history of the region’s wine-making.

Meanwhile the author struggles to deal with his long-neglected Fr ench home – an unfamiliar
and unpredictable world where the brambles have grown as tall as the olive trees, the water
supply has just dried up and there is a ferocious animal under the roof tiles...

First published in 2003, Virgile’s Vineyard is now back by popular demand as a new and
extended edition. As rich in humour as it is full of fascinating inf ormation, this book is a great

read for any Francophile or wine-lover.

COMING SOON BY THE SAME AUTHOR... 

Arrazat’s Aubergines ISBN 9781783062713  £9.99
What else is there for a boy like me? ISBN 9781783062812  £9.99

2nd January 2014
9781783062355

£9.99
Paperback

VIRGILE’S
VINEYARD
A YEAR IN THE LANGUEDOC
WINE COUNTRY

Patrick Moon +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Dieting & Weight Loss

Fed up with being overweight? Join millions of others and learn how to succeed at losing
weight and stay your perfect size – without giving up chips and other star chy foods! 

Ditch the faddy diets! You may lose weight initially, but unless you can maintain your weight
loss for six months – the time it tak es for hunger hormones that are triggered by dieting to

return to normal – you may end up heavier than before you started your diet. 

Based on the latest medical research, scientist Louise Graham explains that our modern diet
makes us fat because it is highl y palatable and energy dense. She reveals how you can lose

weight permanently by increasing your intake of protein – more filling than other foods – and
avoiding foods containing added sugar and added fat.

A diet high in protein is not only an effective weight loss tool, it also partly compensates for
the natural increase in appetite triggered by weight loss. There’s no need for confusing calorie

counting, intermittent fasting or expensive commercial diet products – just eat three, filling,
protein rich meals a day, cut out snacks and soft drinks and watch y our weight plummet.
Follow the sustainable maintenance plan inside and y ou never need go on another diet! 

Can I Have Chips? is a refreshing change from the usual faddy diet books, making it the perfect
partner for anyone looking to lose weight and keep it

that way.

www.canihavechips.co.uk

16th January 2014
9781783062423

£9.99
Paperback

CAN I HAVE
CHIPS?

FILL UP, LOSE WEIGHT,
FEEL GREAT

Louise Graham PhD+ebook
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Fiction – Romance

“A beautifully written page-turner.  It made me feel like it was me fencing in
the world championship.” Maya Lawrence, United States Fencing National

Team and medalist at the 2012 London Olympic Ga mes

Francis is a heartless shell of a man. Attractive, intelligent, cultured, and independently wealthy,
he seems to have it all, yet he struggles to find meaning and ha ppiness in life. He is the son of a
cold and ruthless fencing fanatic, who is determined to have one of his children crowned
world champion.

The Fencer (L’Escrimeur) tracks Francis’ progress as he fights to overcome the emotional
problems caused by his obsessed father, as he tries to open his hear t to love, and as he
advances through the world championship in a bid to reach the final. 

Torn between his duty towards fencing and his ambition to become a concer t pianist, and led by
his all-consuming hatred, Francis will have to come to terms with the person that he has become .

The Fencer (L’Escrimeur) is an intelligent, character-driven, literary novel with influences from
existentialism and Romanticism. It is a moving and heartfelt tale of hatred, bitterness, and the
possibility of redemption. Informed by the author's own experience as a former competitive
fencer, the novel provides unique insight into the world of professional fencing.

After finishing his studies at Stanford University in the United States, Ayala R. migrated to
Europe. He has lived in six different countries and
speaks four different languages. 

A former competitive fencer, Ayala R. moved to Paris
for two years, where he wrote the bulk of his novel.
He currently lives in Vienna.

1st December 2013
9781783061815

£9.00
Paperback

THE FENCER
L’ESCRIMEUR

Ayala R.
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Fiction – Romance / Suspense

Winner of the suspense & crime category of the Alan Titchmarsh 
Show’s People’s Novelist

“I desperately want to find out about Owen; a fascinating character... 
the gift here is to make you want to read on.” Jeffrey Archer

“After the first two chapters I was drawn into the story. I was hooked. I
couldn’t put it down...  Jane is a wonderf ul storyteller.”  Stitch in Time

blog

When Alice Hart’s husband runs off with his secretary, she runs off with his dog to lick her
wounds in a North Yorkshire village. Battling with loneliness but tr ying to make the best of her
new start, she soon meets her neighbours, including the drop-dead gorgeous builder Richard
Wainwright and the kindly yet reticent café owner, Owen Maltby.

As Alice employs Richard to start renovating the barn next to her house , all is not what it
seems. Why does she start seeing Owen when he clearly isn’t there? Where - or when - does
the strange crying come from? And if Owen is the village charmer, what exactly does that mean?

Jane Cable’s novel won the Suspense & Crime category
of The Alan Titchmarsh Show People’s Novelist
competition, reaching the last four out of over a
thousand entries. The judges compared her work to that
of Barbara Erskine, but it also resembles the more
recent works of Alan Titchmarsh or Kate Mosse. 

1st October 2013
9781783061242

£7.99
Paperback

THE
CHEESEMAKER’S

HOUSE

Jane Cable+ebook
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Fiction – Crime

A Sikh by birth. 
An East Ender by choice. 

Meet the formidable DS Singh.

Following three apparently unlinked, but gruesome, murders in the East End of London, Police
Detective Sergeant Jazwinder Singh is once more on the case. Jazz has a reputation for getting
into murderous situations so when his rookie DC Ash Kumar disappears – the race is on. 

The underbelly of society who don’t talk to police, talk to Jazz. Together Jazz, his reluctant
snout Mad Pete, who seems to have a finger in every dodgy pie in the East End, and DI
Boomer work to protect London and solve the horrific murders.

Never one to avoid trouble, Jazz heads straight into murky and lawless areas to take on the
Godfathers of London. Someone had to do it – and someone is g oing to die.

The Godfathers of London is the second in a series of m ulti-cultural thrillers featuring detective
DS Singh. The first, The Singhing Detective, is currently being made into a film, due to be
screened in December 2013.

BOOKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR...

The Singhing Detective ISBN 9781848767218  £7.99

The Devil’s Tears ISBN 9781906221638  £7.99

Silent Night ISBN 9781848762404  £7.99

1st December 2013
9781783061655

£7.99
Paperback

THE
GODFATHERS
OF LONDON
SECOND IN THE SINGHING
DETECTIVE SERIES

M. C. Dutton +ebook
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Fiction – Crime

If you think you have problems, meet DI Fricker...

Death stalks the musty corridors of Scotswood Manor, a residential home for the elderly. Its
relatively tranquil peace is shattered with a brutal murder. The discovery of a battered body

and the ear splitting scream that accompanies it causes consternation amongst the r esidents.

Enter DI Giles Fricker; a misunderstood man with many problems who constantly seeks the
approval of his Germanic psychologist and is haunted b y feelings of inadequacy along with

painful memories of his father’s infidelity. Fricker is also obsessed with his shapely subordinate
WPC Cole; she is in turn obsessed with the Oxf ord English dictionary. 

Confusion, misunderstandings and inept investigation are the order of the day for DI Fricker
and his dysfunctional team, as murder follows murder. 

Distracted by his fumbling attempts to find romance, Fricker stumbles helplessly towards
solving the crime; however the identity of the killer remains hidden in a complex maze of sub

plots. Led off the beaten track and close to the edge of disaster , he inadvertently gets closer to
solving the mystery; just as the murderer tries to get him off the scent and Frick er himself

becomes a target.

A Strange Note to Finish On is an intriguing, light hearted
and very entertaining novel

1st November 2013
9781783061013

£7.99
Paperback

A STRANGE
NOTE TO

FINISH ON

FRICKER’S FIRST CASE

Alan Norman+ebook
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Fiction – Crime

A fictional retelling of the story behind the great train robbery, providing a sinister portrayal of
the loyalties and fear operating within criminal and police circles in the sixties. If you thought
the great train robbers were unlucky to get caught, you don’t know half the story... 

In the early hours of the 8th August 1963, several men hold up a GPO mail train in rural
Buckinghamshire. Two and a half million pounds (equivalent to o ver £45 million today) is
snatched from under the noses of the GPO, the police and the establishment. This creates a
gang of heroes who the public fall in lo ve with; some of whom, like Ronnie Biggs, become a
part of British folklore. But behind the bravado lays a darker story; one of greed, betrayal, and
both thieves and police turning on each other. 

The men traditionally seen as ‘Robin Hoods’ were set up and all, with the exception of Biggs,
are brought to justice. But there is a reason that most of the money from the robbery was
never recovered – the two men at the top systematically robbed and cheated the men who
did the dirty work. In the aftermath, will there be honour between the two masterminds of
the operation – the two men who were never caught? 

There have been some attempts to catalogue the stor y of the great train robbery in the past,
almost all from a factual perspective, looking at both the thieves and police. This fictionalised

account adds a fascinating twist to the stor y and will
appeal to lovers of thrillers – especially crime thrillers
– and those interested in true crime.

www.micklee-author.com

2nd January 2014
9781783062485

£7.99
Paperback

THE MEN WHO
ROBBED THE
GREAT TRAIN
ROBBERS

Mick Lee
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Fiction – Crime

17

ONE MAY SMILE

Penny Freedman

Published: 1st December 2013
ISBN: 9781783061662

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Struggling, as ever, with the demands of work, family and a
precarious love life, Gina Gray finds herself in the world of

Scandinavian noir. A trip with students to perform Hamlet in
Denmark, at the very castle where Shakespeare sets the play, starts

out as an adventure: ‘I like young people, I like Hamlet, I have a
predilection in favour of Denmark as a rational, civilised not-too-hot

country,’ she tells us. What could possibly go wrong? Almost
everything, as it turns out. 

One May Smile is another of Penny Freedman’s popular series of
novels, providing a classic ‘whodunit’ story with a modern twist. The
crimes take place in a ‘cosy’ Middle England context, but take us to

dark emotional places with a lot of humour, black and otherwise.
Fans of classic crime will find this a gripping r ead.

COGNITIVE DISTURBANCE

Alexander Van Dorph

Published: 1st November 2013
ISBN: 9781783061525

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Los Mirra. A dystopian metropolis run by nefarious criminal gangs
and corrupt politicians. Amidst the ironclad skyscrapers of the city

we find Leopold Von Tiller, a man who has grown successful despite
the ruthless conditions. His fortune takes a turn for the worse as

he encounters brutality with a deadly outcome. When death strikes,
Leopold finds himself waging war on several fronts. 

Leopold must adapt to the unfolding situation or see himself
devoured in the failure to do so. Can he endeavour at the heart of

ferocity, or will hatred take a hold and tear him apart? 

Packed with intense action, unreciprocated love and betrayal, this
book is a compelling read that will appeal to fans of crime thrillers.
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Martin Wilson, is celebrating the launch of his second book,  and first novel, Unbidden Guests. 

‘The story behind Unbidden Guests is woven round some of my observations within my non-
fiction title The Little Book of Anger which was published in 2012,’ observes Martin. ‘The book
has a range of intriguing, infuriating and comic characters. I have been told that it is laugh out
loud funny. I hope it is, as that was my intention when writing it as well as to create a fast-
moving and attention-holding plot, he adds.’

Frank Grinder has retired from practice as a solicitor in Hong Kong and is now living in
Cheltenham with his attractive, much younger Chinese wife, Winnie. He realises that he is
bored and decides to write a book, recording the things that he finds ir ritating. 

His attempts to do so are interrupted by the arrival of his wife’s family for a holiday and the
resultant trouble in which his naive nephew lands himself. Meanwhile, through the agency of a
South African private detective, he inadvertently becomes drawn into a supposed industrial
espionage conspiracy, which is, itself, beset by mistaken identities.

This is a very funny book, with a fast plot and a host of am using characters.

Martin Wilson’s work has been featured in
the Evesham Journal, and the Gloucester
Echo.

1st September 2013
9781783060825

£8.99
Paperback

UNBIDDEN
GUESTS

Martin Wilson +ebook

Fiction – Humour
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Fiction – Thriller / Medical

19

An encounter with Eric, a young man severely disabled by Multiple Sclerosis (MS), prompts Dr
Ray Shepherd to join the famous neurologist, Professor Gerard Carter, to study new

treatments. Ray’s relationship with Carter is uneasy from the outset. Early in their animal
studies, genetically modified mice are exposed in error to prions, the cause of mad cow

disease. To his amazement, Ray discovers that this reverses the nerve damage caused by MS. 

Faced with a potential miracle cure, the team plans a clinical trial in humans.

Recruiting for the trial, Ray encounters the heart breaking stories of all kinds of people dying
of this awful disease. As the trial progresses, some make a spectacular physical recovery while

others continue to deteriorate. However, severe behavioural and psychotic symptoms begin to
appear in some of the responders. Carter, who is negotiating a multi-million dollar deal to

develop the treatment, demands that Ray falsifies their clinical records, removing reference to
these problems, and threatens to destroy Ray’s career if he does not comply. While Ray tries

to gather evidence to expose Carter as a fraud, the terrible consequences of the psychotic
side effects unfold in the most dramatic way…

Dealing with the discovery of a potential cure for multiple sclerosis, this novel leads you into
the world of laboratory animal research and human clinical trials. David J Godden’s real life

experience gives an insider’s view of the consequences
of medical research. 1st December 2013

9781783061778
£8.99

Paperback

+ebook

THE CURE

David J. Godden
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Fiction – Thriller / Espionage

The North Koreans have created a lethal super virus… 
Terrorists have hijacked a Russian nuclear submarine… 

Together, they are planning an attack that could have deadly consequences… 

Using their spy networks in Seoul and Moscow, British Intelligence establish that the Nor th
Koreans are manufacturing a lethal super virus. They also learn of a planned attack on a major
western city, to be carried out by terrorists using a hijacked Russian nuclear submarine. Are
these two strands of intelligence linked? 

MI6 send a small team of specialists into Nor th Korea with orders to verify if a virus does
exist. Led by Frank Ryder, an ex-SAS operative, who is accompanied by Dr. Grace Seymour, an
army virologist, the team search the remote central highlands to find the manufacturing facility.

Meanwhile, the British Navy’s ‘state-of-the-art’ nuclear submarine, HMS Ambush, is ordered to
find and destroy the hijacked Russian submarine. The crew must endure weeks of cat-and-
mouse searching, but will they succeed in finding the rogue submarine before a missile and its
deadly warhead are unleashed towards an unsuspecting city? 

Paths of Courage brings together the unusual combination of a British clandestine militar y
operation into North Korea and associated submarine
warfare. Reflecting today’s modern world, it is a
brutally realistic, gripping read for anyone interested in
espionage, particularly those with a penchant for the
‘man against all odds’ scenario.

2nd January 2014
9781783062409

£7.99
Paperback

PATHS OF
COURAGE

Mike Woodhams +ebook
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Definitely dark, mean and thought-provoking, The Secret to Being Frank has that extra middle
finger of Hannibal Lector right on the pulse of the r eader’s guilty pleasure. 

This rollercoaster of a novel has ignored all the ground rules as it careers down the track
towards the evil beyond insanity. In-depth character profiling enables the reader to enter the
dark tunnel of the psychotic brain and belie ve. Authentic and nerve-fraying writing graphically

depicts dark, harrowing scenes and spine-chilling moments. 

The scream machine is launched into mid-air in Wales during the middle of the 20th century,
when an inexperienced, belligerent detective Frank Macleod encounters Samuel John, a

mission-orientated serial killer. Even with the hereditary gift of damashealladh, second sight,
Macleod, headstrong, unorthodox and carrying his own psychological baggage, appears totally

out of his depth against John. 

Can he stop this death drive and prevent the body count from spiralling out of control? Will
he take up the challenge, and can he control his relentless sexual appetite? 

Look out for the banked curve, the unusual death-defying twists and conflict in the plot. 
Hold onto your sanity or you could be the next victim. 

The Secret to Being Frank has been inspired by novels that
balance a fine line between a psychological thriller and a
horror, including those by Jo Nesbo, SJ Bolton and Karin

Fossum.

2nd October 2013
9781783060658

£8.99
Paperback

THE SECRET TO
BEING FRANK

EVIL BEYOND INSANITY

Joe Leslie+ebook
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Fiction – Contemporary

Published: 4th November 2013
ISBN: 9781783061747

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Nathan is a single father with a son named Stefan.  He was married
to a woman named Emily, but she unfortunately died when Stefan
was three years old. Torn apart by grief, Nathan was full of remorse,
shut himself away and became a work alcoholic. 

But this Christmas things are about to change. A young woman,
Kate, has come into Nathan’s life and he has fallen in lo ve with her. 

However, she is hiding something from Nathan, and he doesn’t
realise who Kate actually is until she reveals her true identity on
Christmas Day…

Published: 1st December 2013
ISBN: 9781783060245

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

A SECOND CHANCE
FOR CHRISTMAS

Nashin Sadeer +ebook

Dan Greenhenge is sliding uncontrollably towards the dual dangers
of a gaping ice-blue crevasse and a marriage of convenience. This
40-year old music obsessed copywriter is a lovely, but hapless man,
his survival will be determined by whether he can finally take
responsibility for himself. 

As the stags push Dan into increasingly embarrassing situations, he
can’t refuse. But when they take this novice skier to the Vallee
Blanche, some of the most challenging ter rain in Europe, have they
pushed him too far? 

SNOW BLIND

Richard Blanchard +ebook
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Fiction – Historical

‘Take this woman into custody,’ thunders the Reverend. 
‘Arrest her. She has viciously attacked me, and in that bundle is wrapped a dead child!’

It is 1860: four lives intertwine. 

Chrissy Hogarth is arrested in St Dunstan's church while a blizzard blows outside. Lokim – a
gentle herdsman – is attacked by a lion in the heat of central Africa. James Stewart – a medical
student – tutors the children of the great David Livingstone, while in Dundee Mina Stephen –

the daughter of a rich shipbuilder – n urses a growing social conscience. 

Before they meet, Chrissy must remember a traumatic event and Lokim will suffer the
privations of a terrible journey. James must face the realities of life and death on the Zambezi

and Mina will learn that a dark secr et is concealed within her privileged famil y home. 

Based around events described in contemporary letters, journals and a 1908 biography,
Dappled Light captures the idealism of Stewart whose reputation was damaged by rumours of

a relationship with Mary Livingstone, but who went on to dedicate his many talents to the
ending of slavery, the advancement of education and the pr omotion of racial equality. 

Jessica has been inspired by Emma Donoghue, Kate
Grenville and Matthew Kneale. Dappled Light will appeal

to fans of historical fiction.

www.dappledlight.net

1st November 2013
9781783061006

£7.99
Paperback

+ebook

DAPPLED
LIGHT

Jessica Markwell
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Children’s Fiction - Fantasy/Sci-Fi

The last thing Will is expecting when he embarks on a geogra phy field trip to Wales
with his schoolfriends is an exciting, action-packed adventure. 

But what is waiting for him on the misty Welsh mountains is a lot more exciting than the
landmarks their geography teacher Mr. Frobisher has in store for his pupils... 

After Will falls and bangs his head along their walk,  he comes to, surrounded by an interesting
cast of characters – Mavis, a lady dressed entirely in black silk, Drych, a blue Welsh dragon
(don’t ask him why he’s not red), and the disembodied cockney voice of Spiv. Their spaceship
has crashed and only Will can help the stranded threesome out. He finds himself having to
pilot an alien spaceship across the galaxy to capture a pair of intergalactic criminals... 

The crew on his spaceship have various unusual talents that help the friends’ adventure, but
none of them can actually fly the spaceship without Will’s help. However, things don’t go
exactly to plan, and before long the tables are turned, with the criminals chasing them! 

As their troubles multiply, Will again finds himself separated from the group – and this time he
is the only one with a chance of rescuing his new friends...

1st November 2013
9781783061549

£7.99
Paperback

WILL’S
GALACTIC
ADVENTURE

Edwin Pearson
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Children’s Fiction – Fantasy/Sci-Fi

PAWS FOR THOUGHT
STUMPY MALONE TELLS ALL

Heather Cook

Published: 1st October 2013
ISBN: 9781783061457

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Stumpy Malone is a cheeky little black cat who was born without
hind paws. He doesn’t think of himself as disabled, and often

wonders why other cats have those funny blobby things on the end
of their back legs. He takes a robust view of life – a life he shares

with two extremely challenged humans, the Earth Mother (EM) and
Poor Roger (PR), along with a cast of f elines. 

Stumpy has an insatiable appetite for life and gets into a number of
scrapes, driving the humans mad with worry. When they aren’t
worrying about Bonnie Bun-Bun’s dementia and cats sabotaging

telephones and computers, EM and PR are frequently searching for
Stumpy, who proves that two paws are all a cat needs to cause a lot

of trouble... 

24TH ROOM
THE VALE LEGEND

Christy Ellynby

Published: 2nd January 2014
ISBN: 9781783061327

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Jaxon and Shay Vale are 16-year-old twins, one of whom,
due to their heritage, will be the future Lord or Lady of Vale Manor in

England. In their eyes, this is a burden and not one they are the
slightest bit interested in.

For now, it's their father's turn to take on the lordship after the
death of their grandfather. This means a move from Ireland to a

manor in the Lake District, much to their annoyance. An old lady
from a store in the village tells them about the manor's secr et: the

24th Room, which sits in the 5th Dimension, can be reached from a
stairway that will take them on a journey through the amazing night

sky. This room is like no other, and holds many surprises for Jaxon
and Shay. The legend of the room states, once they turn 18, that their

memory of the 24th Room will disappear... But will it?
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Children’s Fiction – Fantasy

Rainbow In My Room is a collection of nine shor t stories written with a feel-good factor to
help with a calm and happy night for the very young. 

When Timmy catches measles, he makes an amazing discovery in his bedroom... 
When Rosie puts on her magic tr ainers, she finds herself on an exciting adventure... 

Find out what happens to Stanley the spider when he decides to mo ve house... 
Penny the pound coin lands in the wr ong pocket... 

Travel with Robbie in his washing basket... 
Try not to get into trouble with Mucky Micky, the accident-prone dog... 

Do you have a well-fed cat like Pumpkin The Brave..? 
Maybe your Grandad is like Grandy Sandy or Grampy Graham..? 

What happened to the tiny robin on the window ledge who has suddenly disappeared?

Gorgeously illustrated with full-colour pictures, Rainbow In My Room is a beautiful picture book
for children aged 5+ to read on their own, or for younger children to be read to. 

Author Zoe has been inspired by Enid Blyton all her life. Her stories are comparable in style
to Michael Bond.

1st November 2013
9781783061532

£8.99
Paperback

RAINBOW IN
MY ROOM
AND OTHER BEDTIME
STORIES

Zoe Cox
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Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park, 

Wistow Road, Kibworth 
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277

books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk

This is just a selection of our titles. 
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS

Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering

Sales Representation: Star Book Sales

Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop: 

www.troubador.co.uk/shop

via phone (0116) 279 2299
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk

or ordered through your local bookshop

Audio online

Video online

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

Title is also available as an ebook+ebook
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